
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

In her _____________ shawl, she wrapped the baby warm.1. (scanty/own)own scanty

A __________ sticks were still within his reach.2. (dry/few)few dry

For __________________ days the journey lasted.3. (many/successive)many successive

Following the direction of his eyes we could clearly distinguish a
_____________ object, like the black shadow of a cloud, passing rapidly over
swell after swell of the distant plain; behind it followed another of similar
appearance though smaller.

4.

(large/dark)

large dark

Here's his ______________ signature.5. (neat/little)neat little

These stories are based on _______________________ events, scenes
wherein boys are prominent characters being selected.
6.

(important/historical)

important historical

This principle is one of the _______________ errors and is one of the chief
causes of misunderstanding in the domestic establishment.
7.

(many/popular)
many popular

It is neither to the multitude, nor to the few who are gifted with
_________________ genius, that we are to look for sound critical decisions.
8.

(great/creative)
great creative

And the sailor pointed to a ______________ rag, caught in the top of a
pine, a fallen scrap of which the dog had brought to them.
9.

(great/white)
great white

It was filled with _____________ pellets.10. (small/grey)small grey

The _________________ part of the State went for suffrage.11.
(entire/western)

entire western

The teeth were of the _________________ scarlet as the claws.12.
(brilliant/same)

same brilliant

It was no easy matter, at last, to pull up from the ___________ city in
which we had become so firmly planted, and to leave the German friends who
made the place like home to us.

13.

(dear/old)

dear old
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Then he broke into an echo of his _____________ merriment.14.
(old/boyish)

old boyish

On recovering, I found myself lying comfortably in a good bed, which, with
_____________ beds, stood in a spacious and handsome apartment.
15.

(other/many)
many other

A ____________ blood stain was spreading on her sheet.16. (large/red)large red

And with a ____________ steps he left the hall.17. (few/swift)few swift

She held out her ______________ offering.18. (little/poor)poor little

This, indeed, was the ________________ course.19. (only/possible)only possible

The rest of the crouching figure was a _____________ outline, but that
strenuous hand shone clear on the dark background, with a sinister
suggestion of tragedy in its frantic clutch.

20.

(vague/mere)

mere vague
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